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The Future of Federal Statistics in the Information Age

Norman M. Bradburn1

It is a great honor for me to be invited to deliver the 1997 Hansen Memorial Lecture. I ®rst

came to know Morris when he became a trustee of NORC. When I became NORC Director

in 1967, one of the ®rst things I did was to come to Washington to get his advice on how to

run an organization devoted to social statistics. He was always helpful, and I shall always

treasure his advice. I think Morris would be pleased with my topic today because he was

interested in much more than the statistical methods for which he is best known. He was a

leader at the U.S. Census Bureau in focusing attention on issues of relevance, timeliness,

and validity that I will be discussing today.

Statistics is one of the most important modes of knowledge about society. There have

been some excellent works on the history of statistics and the evolution of statistical think-

ing, such as Steve Stigler's History of Statistics and Porter's Rise of Statistical Thinking

(Stigler 1986; Porter 1986) and on speci®ed institutions, such as Margo Anderson's

wonderful history of the U.S. Bureau of the Census (Anderson 1988). But there has

been relatively little written about what Paul Starr has called the ``sociology of statistics''

(Starr 1987). By the term ``sociology of statistics'' I mean viewing statistics as a mode of

thinking about society, re¯ecting on the uses of statistics, particularly in public policy

debates, and critically examining its institutional structure.

I would like to explore a little in the sociology of statistics. My central thesis is that in

the information society there will be a very large increase in the demand for statistics to be

used in debates about public policy issues. The federal statistical system, however, is not

well situated to respond to this increase in demand. I shall concentrate on social and eco-

nomic statistics, and most particularly on federal statistics, but I hope my remarks may

have some relevance beyond this limited purview.

My talk will be divided into three sections. First, I will look at statistics as a mode of

knowing about society and how it differs from other, competing ways of knowing. Second,

I will examine the effect of new technologies on the way statistics are gathered and dis-

seminated and the implications of these changes for the statistical enterprise. Finally, I

shall re¯ect on the institutional structures needed to respond adequately to these

developments.

My discussion is natually in¯uenced by my experiences as part of an organization that

conducts large-scale sample surveys for federal statistical agencies. It is also heavily con-

ditioned by my work on numerous panels and committees that have served in advisory

capacities to statistical agencies, most importantly by my membership on the Committee

on National Statistics at the National Research Council. For reasons that I am sure those of

you who work for federal agencies can appreciate, I want to make the usual disclaimer that
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what I say today represents my own personal opinions and not those of CNSTAT or the

NRC, or, I suppose I should add, of NORC or the University of Chicago.

1. Statistics As a Way of Knowing about Society

In his acceptance speech at the Democratic National Convention in August 1996, Presi-

dent Clinton cited 27 social and economic facts about the nation, comparing them to those

that obtained when he was elected. These facts ranged over a great variety of topics, from

better known indicators, such as the unemployment and in¯ation rates, to lesser known

facts about the economy ± for example, that 4.4 million more people owned their own

homes ± about social conditions ± for example, that 1.8 million fewer persons were on

welfare ± about crime ± for example, that 100,000 more police were on the streets ± about

health ± for example, that the life expectancy of AIDS patients had doubled. Of course,

President Clinton put forth these facts as an argument for the effectiveness of the policies

of his administration. In contrast, Senator Dole cited no facts in his acceptance speech.

The more interesting observation to me, however, is that President Clinton was using

quantitative statistical data in political argumentation and that his audience accepted

this use as a valid means of argumentation. One might also marvel at the organizational

infrastructure that was necessary to produce the data bases from which the numbers

were derived and, more importantly for my thesis, the system that enabled Clinton's

speech writers to recover the numbers in a timely fashion.

Since many of you work in agencies that are part of that infrastructure and may even

have had a hand in producing or disseminating those numbers, it may not strike you as

in any way remarkable that such numbers are produced and disseminated. And yet,

two hundred years ago, the thought that one might want such numbers or that an audience

would accept such argumentation would be foreign to all except the most advanced

thinkers. A hundred years ago, few would have even thought that such numbers were

important enough to produce or known how to produce them, even if wanted. Twenty-

®ve, perhaps even ten years ago, assembling the numbers for the speech would have

been a major undertaking. Statistics are so much a part of our modern thinking that we

take them and their production for granted.

By the term ``statistics'' I mean the collecting of information in numerical form and

organizing that information in systematic ways. ``Statistics as a way of knowing'' means

using that numerical information to answer questions about phenomena. In so doing, we

use techniques devised by statisticians. For our purposes we are interested in the use of

statistics to answer questions about social and economic phenomena. For historical accu-

racy I should note that the term ``statistics'' was not originally restricted to quantitative

information but referred to information about political states, whether or not it was numer-

ical. Its modern sense emerged gradually, but by the end of the 19th century, ``statistics''

was synonymous with numerical information (Starr 1987; Porter 1986).

How else, one might ask, does one know about social and economic conditions? The

traditional way, which is still often more powerful than statistics, is through personal

experience or, more generally, vicarious personal experience, which includes the report

of individual experiences by acquaintances or, perhaps more commonly, by the mass

media. Statistical thinking requires skills like understanding concepts, knowing how to
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relate different sets of numbers, and knowing why two sets of numbers that supposedly

measure the same thing differ. Personal experience is immediate and does not involve

numbers. It is experience of people as individuals who incidentally may have a number

of social characteristics that would permit generalization. Attention centers on people

with names and unique histories, not on frequencies of abstract categories where indivi-

dual qualities have been averaged out. To put it somewhat pejoratively, it is a world of

anecdotes rather than data. It is also a world of small and biased samples, and this is

what makes it so suspect in the eyes of statistical thinkers. But it is a world of great

phenomenological reality.

We all know the capacity of the anecdote to overpower the best statistical data. It is a

much lamented fact that, for people who are not receptive to statistical arguments, a single

dramatic example or description of a personal event can have greater persuasive power

than careful quantitative analysis. Generalizing from a small, biased sample is a very

human activity. We all engage in it from time to time, even when we know better, because

we lack the time or resources to assemble the statistical data we might ideally want. But for

some people, the anecdote is in principle a better basis for knowledge than statistics

because it has a human face instead of a set of numbers. It seems more real and has

more persuasive power.

Another way we know about society and how it works is through theory. While the hall-

mark of the modern scienti®c conception of theories is that they are capable of falsi®ca-

tion, some people hold theories about human behavior and social institutions that are so

general no data can disprove them. Or they believe in their theories so strongly that

data cannot shake their convictions. While theories may be formed on the basis of personal

experience or even statistical data, the theories themselves can become independent of the

grounds on which they were formed and become the basis on which new knowledge is

acquired. Because social experiments are dif®cult or often impossible to carry out, it is

virtually impossible to test social and economic theories de®nitively. Thus, it is relatively

easy for credible theories to override data.

Some people accept knowledge of society from authorities. Authority may be based on

reputation, as with some media ®gures or experts. It may be based on faith in divinely

inspired knowledge, on personal charisma, or on tradition. Whatever the basis for the

authority, the authority ®gure is the source and legitimation for knowledge. Statistical

data are of no use except to support the knowledge of the authority.

Of course, few people rely on only one way of knowing, and most people recognize the

merits of all modes of knowing as appropriate about some topics. People vary considerably

in their preferred modes of knowing. There are relatively few people for whom statistical

thinking is the dominant mode of knowing, or at least not as many as we would like. Even

in government and public policy, areas that historically gave rise to statistics, hence its

name, the role of statistics and statistical thinking is not as great as we believe it should

be. I believe that this situation will change as result of the spread of computer technology.

2. A Technological Revolution

We are in the early stage of a technological revolution that will dramatically increase the

demand for statistics and their use in policy debates, as well as in many other areas of
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society. This revolution is created by the advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web.

Statistics that used to be dif®cult to access, or that could be found only in published

volumes, can now be routinely consulted in a matter of minutes, can be downloaded to

one's own computer or, in a growing number of instances, can be manipulated on line.

The new web site FED STATS is a cornucopia of data on every conceivable subject,

with more to come. In a few years we will regard these efforts as hopelessly primitive,

as sites become faster, more complete and easier to use. We can easily drown in data.

It is impossible to foresee all the consequences of this enormous increase in the ease of

obtaining access to vast data sources. Inevitably there will be many tendentious uses, as

well as many mistakes. The mass media will ransack data ®les looking for quantitative

data to buttress stories built around anecdotal evidence. One would hope that the general

public will develop greater quantitative sophistication as demand increases for quantita-

tive analyses based on these data. But I am not optimistic that this will happen. It is

more likely that an industry will grow up to help unsophisticated users analyze and inter-

pret data. As it becomes easier to compare data about the same phenomena from different

sources, however, discrepancies will be more likely to be noticed, and there will be pres-

sure for greater coordination in data de®nition and collection.

Many of these likely consequences will bene®t the federal statistical system in the long

run, but will cause problems in the short run because they will increase the demand on

statistical agencies to explain themselves and their activities to more people in shorter

periods of time. Increased demand is also apt to increase criticism of agencies by raising

the visibility of weak points that the agencies may already be aware of, or by pointing out

problems that the agencies have not been aware of. This will be an added burden on their

already strained resources, but, in the long run, it should lead to more support for the

statistical enterprise as its products come to be regarded as even more important.

What are the main challenges that this greater accessibility of data presents to the

federal statistical system? I believe that three principal challenges must be faced if the sys-

tem is to successfully meet the demands placed on it by this technological revolution.

None of them is particularly technological in itself, although the new technologies may

permit solutions that would not be possible otherwise. The challenges are more conceptual

and organizational in nature. The three challenges are discussed under the rubrics of

Relevance, Validity, and Timeliness.

2.1. Relevance

Relevance refers to the questions to which the statistics gathered are the answers. How do

we decide what data to collect and to make publicly available? As more people can access

data more easily, and the demand for statistical data grows, controversy over what data to

collect will also grow. With limited budgets, the statistical agencies will come under

increasing public scrutiny, and decisions about what data to collect take on added

importance.

The framing of information in¯uences its perceived relevance. By ``framing'' I mean

the psychological context within which something is understood. As we know from

many psychological experiments and from the study of context effects in questionnaire

design, the way questions are framed, affects how people interpret questions and what
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types of thoughts, information, memories, etc. they deem relevant in answering the ques-

tions. So, too, does the way questions are framed affect the perceived relevance of statis-

tics for policy issues.

Consider, for example, data about carbon dioxide. Among tables about manufacturing

in the 1997 Statistical Abstract, we ®nd that the United States manufactured 2,068 million

cubic feet of carbon dioxide in 1982. Data on carbon dioxide production go back at least to

1970. After 1982, however, the series stops. On the other hand, in FED STATS, we ®nd

under data about the atmosphere that in 1982 the U.S. emitted 4,827.4 million metric tons

of gas into the atmosphere. That number had risen to 5,167.1 million metric tons by 1993,

the last year for which data are available. Clearly, something happened in the 1980's to

change the framing of questions about carbon dioxide that resulted in changes in both

the kind of statistics gathered and how they are reported.

What happened, of course, is that scientists raised the possibility that an increase in the

concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere due to increased emission from human

activity is producing a ``greenhouse effect.'' The most serious consequence of this effect

will be global warming, that is, an increase in the average temperature thoughout the

world, with attendant changes in agricultural productivity in many parts of the world

and in the distribution of people. While there has been a great deal of dispute about the

extent and even reality of the ``greenhouse effect'' as a consequence of human activity,

there is now suf®cient evidence that something is going on with regard to world climate

so that it is prudent for governments to begin to take action. Thus, there arose a demand for

new kinds of data relevant to this newly framed problem.

This change in the framing of questions about carbon dioxide illustrates my central

point about relevance, which is that the classi®cation of data, indeed the very de®nition

of what constitutes data, is a relative matter. Whether things are viewed as ``data'' worthy

of being measured lies in the question being asked, not in the things themselves. Facts

about carbon dioxide become data because someone asks questions about CO2 and is

able to convince someone else to allocate the resources necessary to collect information

and to store it so that it can be accessed by those who want answers to the questions. Facts

become data when they are available to those asking questions about things like carbon

dioxide. Facts become ``policy-relevant data'' only when someone starts asking questions

about policies to deal with a phenomenon, such as the ``greenhouse effect,'' and perceives

that speci®c data are needed to shed light on the policy-relevant questions.

How do we decide what data to collect in order to meet policy and other information

needs? There is no simple answer to this question. In order to carry out their functions,

government agencies need information on an ongoing basis about their areas of responsi-

bility. Ful®lling these needs is commonly the responsibility of government statistical

agencies, although government of®cials may not rely exclusively on of®cial statistics.

The relation between the responsibilities of government agencies and their responsibil-

ity to collect data about different aspects of society has been a source of continual dis-

agreement. From the beginning of the United States, there has been a con¯ict between

those who believe that the government should collect only data that are directly relevant

to its mission and others who argue for a broader conception. Those who argue for a

broader conception would have government collect data on aspects of society that may

be of broad interest to citizens or legislators, but not necessarily of immediate use.
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This argument goes back at least to the constitutional debates. In debating the provision

for a decennial census, minimalists argued that the census should merely enumerate the

population, because the purpose of the census was to establish the number of people for

apportionment and tax purposes. Others, notably James Madison, argued for extending

the census ``so as to embrace some other objects besides the bare enumeration of the

inhabitants.'' He understood the low marginal cost of collecting extra data and argued

for collecting information on what we would now consider social and demographic

characteristics of the population and on economic conditions. Although Madison lost

the argument in the ®rst census, later censuses, beginning in the mid-19th century,

expanded the number of topics covered in the decennial census. While the language of

the debate in the late 18th century was different, the basic arguments are familiar to those

following contemporary debates in the Congress over the necessity for the long form in the

census.

``Of®cial statistics'' are the output of the government statistical system. They have a

special status in that they are used to support the formulation, implementation and evalua-

tion of government policies. They are also increasingly used in budget, tax, social welfare,

and energy models that are widely used by both the executive and legislative branches of

the federal government to simulate the effects of proposed legislation and changes in gov-

ernment programs. It would be dif®cult to overestimate the importance of these models in

contemporary government policy making. The quality of the statistical base that provides

the numbers going into the models, thus, is of vital importance for the utility of the models.

As Citro and Hanushek (1991, p. 24) put it in a comprehensive study of micro simulation

modeling:

``Today, whatever the policy issue, `the numbers' play a prominent role. Indeed, in

Washington . . . neither top administration of®cials nor members of Congress will move

very far to develop legislation in the absence of detailed estimates of the cost and other

effects of the proposed changes . . . . They treat the estimates not only as informative

but often, in the case of costs, as binding.''

Because of their special status of®cial statistics re¯ect both the concerns of government

and the areas where government does not wish or dare to tread. As Paul Starr has pointed

out (Starr 1987, p. 41), the political agenda and the of®cial agenda are integrally bound to

each other:

``The boundaries of of®cial inquiry are the statistical counterparts to the boundaries of the

political agenda, and it is an elementary point of political analysis that the control of such

boundaries is a critical face of power. Just as statistical blackouts testify to deeper pro-

cesses at work in a society, so do the patterns of statistical blind spots ± that is, the anom-

alous lacunae in of®cial facts. To make an of®cial count of some phenomenon is often to

confer recognition that the phenomenon is real and to risk that its measurement will

embarass those in authority . . . . Even democratic societies decide that some subjects

are too sensitive or volatile for political discussion ± or for of®cial statistics.''

Religion is perhaps the most obvious example of a topic that is off limits for of®cial sta-

tistics in the United States. The controversies surrounding the implications of the consti-

tutional separation of church and state extend to many different areas, even to a simple
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enumeration of people's religious af®liation. The United States is the most religious of the

developed countries of the world, but one would never know this from of®cial statistics.

We know it only from privately ®nanced surveys or from academically based surveys that

might have some government ®nancing through research grants. Even in the case of the

NSF-funded General Social Survey, most of the extensive questions on religion are pri-

vately ®nanced.

Priorities in data collection must be continually examined for their relevance to ques-

tions being asked by users. Because of their special role in the policy process, government

statistical agencies in particular must have a mechanism to review their programs and

assess the needs for statistics in the areas of their responsibilities. I shall return to this point

at the end of my talk.

2.2. Validity

Of®cial statistics play a special role in the policy process and, therefore, should be of the

highest quality. While government of®cials may rely on ``the numbers'' as played through

models, they typically have little understanding or interest in such arcane matters as sam-

pling and measurement error. In times of tight budgets, money for statistical agencies ±

and particularly for research in method improvement ± is reduced without regard to the

effect of the reduction on important data series that provide the basis for government deci-

sion making or the administration of existing programs.

Validity has two senses. One refers to the accuracy with which the measuring process

measures what it sets out to measure. The second refers to the degree to which the measur-

ing process adequately measures the concept that it purports to measure. For example, in

assessing the validity of our statistics on poverty, one might focus on the accuracy of

income measurement (validity in the ®rst sense) or on the adequacy of the operational de®-

nition of poverty, that is, does the method that we use to measure poverty adequately con-

form to our notions of what we mean by ``poverty?'' The validity of the poverty index in

this second sense has recently been the subject of an extensive CNSTAT report (Citro and

Michael 1995).

Current controversies about three of the best known and most important measures in

of®cial statistics illustrate the two senses. The ®rst example is the undercount in the cen-

sus. Here the issue is accuracy. There is no controversy about the concept of a ``popula-

tion'' or what the census is supposed to measure. It has been known for many years that

there is an undercount of somewhat less than 2% overall, but considerably higher for some

subgroups. While the size of the undercount is reliably known for the total population and

for some of the major subgroups, we do not know the magnitude of the undercount for

small geographic areas. But it is the small areas that are of interest for many policy pur-

poses. By using statistical methods, such as sampling, the U.S. Census Bureau can make

more accurate estimates of the population for the geographical areas of interest. While

in previous decades there was considerable disagreement among statisticians and other

social scientists about the appropriate methods for improving accuracy, there has recently

been a convergence of views and a near, though not yet total, consensus that there are

appropriate statistical methods to make the count more accurate. A number of reports

from committees of experts have recommended that these methods be applied in U.S.
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Census 2000 to produce a population estimate that is based on more than a simple enu-

meration of the population.

The controversy, of course, is not simply a technical one. The argument is also about the

presumed effect of the use of sampling and other statistical methods on the total count in

different geographical areas. There are two politically important outcomes of the census

that might be affected by new methods. One affects the distribution of political power,

that is, the boundaries of election districts in states and the number of seats allocated to

different states in the House of Representatives. The other affects the distribution of

money, that is, the amount of money distributed to the states, cities, or even smaller units

like school districts by the federal government according to formulas based on population

characteristics.

When the distribution of power or money is affected by numbers, it is unlikely that deci-

sions about how to collect the numbers will be made purely on technical grounds; rather,

political forces will be fully engaged in the decision. What is amazing about the current

controversy about sampling in the census is how little analysis seems to have gone toward

understanding the probable political consequences of increasing the accuracy of the census

counts. Some attention has been given to the question of which states would be likely to

gain or lose a seat if the undercount were reduced, although it is far from certain which

states would lose and which would gain.

But the consequences that seem to elicit more concern are the effects of using sampling

on the distribution of political power between Republicans and Democrats in the House of

Representatives. The political effects of an improved census are, however, very dif®cult to

predict. The most talked about putative effect is on the number of Republicans and Demo-

crats in the House. In spite of received wisdom on this issue, it is dif®cult for me to see how

changes in the undercount can, let alone will, have much effect on the balance of parties in

the House. In the short run, the important variable determining the consequences of the

decennial census on the balance of parties is which party controls the legislature in

each state. State legislatures decide the boundaries of House districts, and the party that

has a majority in the state legislature during the years when the district boundaries are

redrawn is reputed to do a good job of seeing to it that the boundaries are drawn for

maximal political advantage. Recent Supreme Court decisions about the gerrymandering

of districts to produce predominatly minority districts have given greater ¯exibility to leg-

islatures to dilute electoral strength based on any characteristic measured in the census.

The makeup of the Congress in the ®rst electrion after reapportionment will be far

more a function of the distribution of control in the state legislatures than a function of

any numerical changes of the magnitude that is apt to occur if the U.S. Census Bureau

uses sampling.

In the longer run, the size and character of the undercount will have some effect on the

distribution of funds to government or administrative units based on geography. But it is

dif®cult to see that these factors will have much effect on the voting strengths of the dif-

ferent parties. After all, whether you vote or do not vote, or which party you vote for, is not

determined by whether you are counted in the census. Improving the population count,

unfortunately, will have no effect in increasing voter turnout.

My second example of a statistic that has received a lot of attention recently because of

alleged mismeasurement is the Consumer Price Index (CPI). Here the issue is less about
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how accurately we measure consumer prices, than about validity in the other sense of the

term ± that is, whether the CPI is a good measure of the cost-of-living (COL). The fact that

the CPI is an index of prices and not of the cost-of-living surprises many people because,

in the absence of a COL index, the CPI has been used as if it were a cost-of-living index.

People have forgotten, if they ever knew, that the CPI is not meant to be used that way. It is

used in many unionized wage agreements to adjust wages in periods between contract

negotiations as if it were a COL index. It is similarly used to adjust many government pay-

ment levels, such as social security bene®ts, and to adjust income tax brackets. Because so

many payments are tied to the CPI and because it is used by the ®nancial markets as a prin-

cipal indicator of in¯ation, it can affect many aspects of the economy, such as interest

rates, stock market prices, and the federal de®cit.

In spite of the CPI's importance to so much of the economic life of the country, the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) has had trouble getting users to understand what it really

is and what needs to be improved. The BLS has been engaged for years in a program of

research that is leading to a revision of the CPI. The Bureau's plans for an orderly program

of revision were interrupted by a seemingly casual remark from the Chairman of the Fed-

eral Reserve Board during testimony before Congress. He noted that the CPI overstated

in¯ation with the result that the federal de®cit was larger than it would be if the CPI prop-

erly measured in¯ation. The Chairman's statement became big news, and politicians

began to bring pressure on the BLS to immediately adjust their numbers downward by

one percentage point. Much to the Bureau's credit, the Commissioner of Labor Statistics

resisted this pressure and refused to make any arbitrary adjustments despite dire warnings

from some prominent Congressmen. Congress did appoint a panel of distinguished econ-

omists to review the information available from past research. This panel made recom-

mendations for changes in some measurements that go into the CPI. They also noted

that the CPI was not a real cost-of-living index and suggested that a real COL index should

be produced. Some of these recommendations were in line with what the BLS was work-

ing on and will be incorporated into the revised CPI next year.

It had been the practice of the BLS to incorporate methodological and conceptual

changes in the CPI during a major revision usually carried out about every ten years.

Ironically, the BLS had requested resources a number of years ago to start work on a major

revision of the CPI but was turned down. Many of the issues in the current controversy

would have been considered as a part of that revision. If the request had been granted

when the BLS ®rst made it, the revisions would have been completed by the time the poli-

ticians took up the cry for immediate change.

The challenge of designing a real COL index is a daunting one and cannot be done by

simply adjusting the CPI arbitrarily because they are fundamentally different concepts and

require different measurement methods. Perhaps the difference is now better understood

by those who have used the CPI as if it were a COL index, and serious work on a COL

index can be funded.

The third example currently in the limelight illustrates the ambiguities of concepts and

their measures ± that is, the question of measuring race and ethnicity. Race and ethnicity

are concepts that have no consensual meaning. They pose the most dif®cult of measure-

ment problems, that is, trying to devise measures of a concept that are unambiguous in

their application but, at the same time, re¯ect the meaning that most, if not all, people
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give them when there is no agreed upon meaning to the concept. U.S. Of®ce of Manage-

ment and Budget (OMB) Directive 15 states the federal standards for reporting on race and

ethnicity, but it does not try to specify the actual wording of the questions used to classify

people.

Race and ethnicity are essentially matters of social categorization and self-identity. For

obvious reasons, the government does not want to ascribe racial or ethnic identities to indi-

viduals on the basis of some objective, but arbitrary criteria. Thus, self-report is the only

viable way to get the data. We know, however, that the way questions are asked ± for

example, the wording of the questions, the number and type of response categories offered,

and the order of the questions ± can affect respondents' answers. Thus, a common mini-

mum standard for reporting race and ethnicity will not guarantee consistent estimates if the

questions are asked in different ways in different surveys.

Recently there has been agitation to allow respondents to give multiple answers to race

and ethnicity questions in government surveys and to add a multiracial reporting category

to the ®ve categories stipulated by Directive 15. While empirical tests of alternative ver-

sions of race and ethnicity questions suggest that only a very small proportion of the popu-

lation would now classify themselves as ``multiracial,'' some people believe that this

proportion will grow in the future. Some of those who now regard themselves as multi-

racial resent the lack of a category that they can use to identify themselves. Some have

suggested that the absence of a multiracial category supports racism and the perpetuation

of race as an important social category.

An interagency committee to review Directive 15 has recommended that ``multiracial''

should not be included in a list given to respondents in questions to elicit racial identity, but

that instead, respondents should be allowed multiple responses to a racial identity question.

This recommendation has the merit of preserving detailed information about the respon-

dents while still allowing them to indicate a multiracial identity. Of course, it has the dis-

advantage that it makes the problem of reporting the data complex because one must

devise reporting rules for different combinations of racial and ethnic categories.

One must tread a delicate line here between the Scylla of using response categories that

do not match respondents' own frame of reference, particularly in such emotionally and

politically charged questions as those of race and ethnicity, and the Charybdis of a system

that does not allow data users to answer the questions for which the data are collected. If

``multiracial'' is an analytic category that is important for social scientists and policy ana-

lysts to use in answering scienti®c and policy questions, then it would be a severe loss to

make it impossible for them to understand what is going on in society. My own recommen-

dation is to use ``multiracial'' as a reporting category, but not as a measurement category,

that is, when summary measures are to be used, to report people who select more than one

racial category as ``multiracial.'' We live in a society that is becoming slowly but surely,

increasingly multiracial, and our of®cial statistics should not only recognize that fact, but

also chart the movement in that direction. To do otherwise is to undermine the validity of

the measure.

In this section I have tried to point out some of the challenges that face the statistical

system regarding the validity of its data, both from the point of view of accuracy and

from the more dif®cult point of view of conceptual adequacy. I now turn to the question

of timeliness.
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2.3. Timeliness

Timeliness refers not only to the gap between the time of data collection and their avail-

ability but also to the periodicity of data collection operations and to the revisions in the

measures to re¯ect changes in society that affect validity. Technology may provide means

for decreasing the amount of time necessary to collect and process data, but technology

may not be able to decrease the time suf®ciently to satisfy an audience that has almost

instant access to whatever is available.

If my prediction is correct that the availability of of®cial statistics on the World Wide

Web will greatly increase their use for policy and advocacy purposes, then, inevitably, the

demand for more timely statistics will also increase. When accessing data takes a long

time and they come out in hard copy, people are willing to believe that it takes a long

time to produce them. But when we can get access to them almost instantaneously, we

are impatient for more up-to-date points in a data series or more recent statistics on

most topics. When I have to rely on looking up numbers in a book, I am willing to accept

the fact that in 1997 I can get data on carbon dioxide emissions only through 1993. When I

can access data on the computer in one minute, I ®nd it intolerable that more current data

on emissions are not there.

The advent of computer-assisted data collection goes some way toward reducing the

elapsed time between data collection and data dissemination, but not by as much as

some had hoped. The increased use of computers in every aspect of data collection, pro-

cessing and dissemination has not produced major reductions in the cost of compiling sta-

tistics, although it has reduced the time for data processing somewhat. At the same time,

however, computer-assisted data collection has increased our ability to collect data more

accurately by increasing the complexity of the data collection process. It has also tempted

agencies into creating more sophisticated and larger data bases in order to improve the

statistical output. Both of these trends work against making signi®cant progress in

timeliness.

Technology, moreover, has little to contribute toward the decision of agencies to change

measures to re¯ect social changes that underlie the construction of the measure. While all

agencies periodically revise their measures that are constituents of time series, the fre-

quency of revision is a matter of judgment, as well as budget. In 1994, the U.S. Bureau

of Labor Statistics made a major revision in the way it asked the employment status ques-

tions on the Current Population Survey, namely changing the operational de®nition of

employment and unemployment. This was the ®rst major revision in the questionnaire

in 27 years. As I mentioned earlier, the data collection methods for the Consumer Price

Index are modi®ed about every ten years, and it will be revised beginning next year.

OMB Directive 15 was issued 20 years ago, and its revision should be out soon. There

is no magic formula to specify when a de®nition or a question should be changed. For

important measures, change requires considerable research into the effects of the change

on times series or other historical statistics and, where appropriate, time series must be

readjusted to be consistent with the new measures. As Starr (1987, p. 50) has pointed out:

``Although statistical systems need continually to be adjusted to take account of such

(structural) changes, they have powerful inertial forces at work. The more categories

and questions are revised, the less comparable are data for different periods. Structural
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revisions are also costly to undertake. Hence there are strong conservative tendencies that

may lead to a lag in the recognition of structural change.''

Again, as data become more available and used in policy debates by advocates of dif-

ferent policies, measures will come under closer scrutiny more often, and pressure for

bringing measures into line with changes in social and economic conditions will increase.

3. The Organization of the Federal Statistical System

I now turn to the institutional structure necessary to respond to these challenges. How well

organized are we to meet these challenges? As this audience well knows, the United States

has a decentralized federal statistical system. Several years ago in his Morris Hansen lec-

ture, Ivan Fellegi reviewed the strengths and weaknesses of centralized and decentralized

systems and made the case for a centralized system. While I would not argue that the

United States should move entirely to a centralized system, our current system is not

well-suited to meet the challenges of relevance, validity and timeliness that I have argued

constitute the challenges of the near future.

Our present system can be strong in the areas where there are clear functional interests

and responsibilities, assuming that there is adequate budgetary support. We have statistical

agencies with speci®c responsibilities for areas such as health, education, transportation,

justice, agriculture, science, and the economy. The system as a whole is coordinated by an

Of®ce of Statistical Policy in the Of®ce of Management and Budget headed by the Chief

Statistician. The staff resources available to the Chief Statistician, however, are woefully

insuf®cient to carry out the heavy responsibilities of the of®ce. Thus, the Of®ce has to rely

on Interagency Committees as a principal mechanism to study in depth particular prob-

lems such as revising the de®nition of a Metropolitan Statistical Area or the way in which

data on race and ethnicity are to be collected and reported.

These Interagency Committees do excellent work, but they are ad hoc and by their very

nature limited to a particular topic. Since they have no continuing existence, except for one

committee on statistical methodology, they are not well placed to think about broader

issues confronting the entire federal system or to anticipate changes of the sort I have

been talking about today. There needs to be some forum where challenges such as I

have discussed can be addressed on an ongoing basis and responded to before they become

politicized.

In her wise book, Organizing to Count (1995), Janet Norwood argues for combining the

U.S. Bureau of the Census, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the U.S. Bureau of

Economic Analysis, and for lodging the statistical coordination function in a Central Sta-

tistical Board. Such a combination would go far toward giving us a system that, at least for

a broad range of economic statistics, would be capable of responding to the challenges of

the information society.

There is, however, an important hole that would still be left if such an entity were

formed, for it is a hole that exists in the present system. A wide variety of social and demo-

graphic statistics are now collected by a number of agencies ± the U.S. Bureau of the Cen-

sus, the National Institute on Aging, the National Center for Child Health and Human

Development, the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,

and the National Centers for Health and Education Statistics. But no agency that has
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program responsibility and relies on social and demographic statistics to plan, implement,

and evaluate its programs also has responsibility for a coordinated system of social and

demographic statistics. A crucial ingredient of any reorganization of the federal statistical

system would be a National Center for Social and Demographic Statistics, or at least its

functional equivalent. This responsibility could be exercised by a Central Statistical Board

if it were given the mandate and necessary authority. If this responsibility cannot be

accommodated in an entity such as Janet Norwood has suggested, then I would suggest

a new statistical agency lodged in the Department of Health and Human Services, whose

programs and policy interests more closely span the areas in which statistics are now the

weakest. This could be accomplished by expanding the mandate of NCHS to more closely

re¯ect the mandate of DHHS or, if health statistics are judged to be a specialized topic

requiring its own agency, then by establishing an entirely new statistical agency. Such a

solution, however, would likely be less effective than a more central Board charged

with overseeing an integrated statistical system.

It is not obvious to most policy makers that the organization of statistical agencies has a

profound impact on the policy-making process, because the pervasive effect of statistics is

not visible to most people, even those who use them in policy deliberations. But statistical

agencies do play an extremely important role in government in spite of the fact that the

vital importance of ``the numbers'' is not widely recognized except at exceptional times

when someone calls attention to them in dramatic ways. I have argued that the role of sta-

tistical agencies and their products will become more visible in the future as statistics

become more accessible to a wider audience and that the system of of®cial statistics

will come under increasing scrutiny as a consequence. If the system is to respond construc-

tively to the changes in the demand for information, then it must be organized in a way that

can cope with these demands, and not just retreat into a defensive posture. Perhaps the

greatest challenge to the federal statistical system is how to organize itself to meet the

changes brought about by the technological revolution in data accessibility. It will take

enlightened leadership to bring about changes, but the current widespread concern for

reinventing government offers a favorable time to accomplish change.
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